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Conformal invariants from nodal sets.

II. Manifolds with boundary

Graham Cox,1 Dmitry Jakobson,2 Mikhail Karpukhin,3 and Yannick Sire

Abstract. In this paper, we study conformal invariants that arise from nodal sets and

negative eigenvalues of conformally covariant operators on manifolds with boundary. We

also consider applications to curvature prescription problems on manifolds with boundary.

We relate Dirichlet and Neumann eigenvalues and put the results developed here for the

Escobar problem into the more general framework of boundary operators of arbitrary order.
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1. Introduction

The Yamabe problem on a closed Riemannian manifold is to find a metric of con-

stant scalar curvature in a given conformal class; it generalizes the uniformization

theorem for Riemann surfaces. It was solved by Yamabe, Trudinger, Aubin and

Schoen. A related problem is to prescribe scalar curvature in a given conformal

class; the two-dimensional version (prescribing Gauss curvature on a surface)

is the Nirenberg problem. The problem of prescribing scalar curvature without

fixing a conformal class was solved by Kazdan and Warner [26] (the solution is

known as the trichotomy theorem). Fixing a conformal class makes the problem

more difficult.

The conformal Laplacian appears naturally in the study of the Yamabe and

curvature prescription problems. Nonzero eigenfunctions in its kernel provide ob-

structions to prescribing curvature; see [3, 4] for precise statements. In addition
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to the conformal Laplacian, in the papers [3, 4, 15] the authors considered gen-

eral conformally covariant operators (including the Paneitz operator), and studied

negative and zero eigenvalues of those operators on manifolds without bound-

ary. They also considered applications to the associated curvature prescription

problems (including the Q-curvature), and constructed conformal invariants de-

termined by eigenfunctions in the kernel of the corresponding operator. In the

current paper, we aim to generalize those results to manifolds with boundary.

The Yamabe problem on manifolds with boundary was solved in a series of

works by Escobar [10, 11], Marques [29], Chen [8] and Mayer and Ndiaye [30].

They proved that on any compact manifold with boundary of dimension n � 3,

there exists in every conformal class a scalar flat metric in the interior with constant

mean curvature of the boundary.

The problem of prescribing scalar curvature Rg on the manifold M and mean

curvature hg on the boundary @M was considered in [13] and other papers. It was

shown in [13, Corollary 2] that the solution attaining .Rg ; hg/ is unique in the

conformal class of Œg� if Rg � 0 and hg � 0.

In the current paper we consider general conformally covariant operators on

manifolds with boundary, and generalize the conformal invariants constructed in

[3, 4] to this setting. We extend the results of [15], showing that 0 is generically

not an eigenvalue in certain natural boundary value problems. We also answer

some natural questions about the number of negative eigenvalues for conformally

covariant boundary value problems.

Main results. We summarize below several important results of the present pa-

per. The first theorem extends the main result of [15] to manifolds with boundary.

Theorem 1.1. Generically, 0 is not an eigenvalue of the conformal Laplacian on

a manifold with boundary.

The proof follows easily from Proposition 3.1 of Section 3 by methods of [15].

The next result shows that the number of negative eigenvalues of the conformal

Laplacian on manifolds with boundary can be made arbitrarily large.

Theorem 1.2. For any compact manifold with boundary and any natural number

m, there exists a conformal class C such that for any metric g 2 C one has

�m.P
R
1;g/ < 0, where the operator PR

1;g is defined below in (6).

The proof in Section 4 uses the ideas of El Sayed [9].
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The next result provides an obstruction to prescribing curvature in a conformal

class Œg� with non-trivial ker.PR
1;g/, formulated as an inequality for a single nodal

domain of a function u 2 ker.PR
1;g/.

Theorem 1.3. Let .Q; f / 2 R.Œg�/ be the scalar curvature and the mean curva-

ture of some metric in the conformal class Œg�. Then, there is a pair of positive

functions !i 2 C1.M/, !b 2 C1.@M/ such that for any nonzero u 2 ker.PR
1;g/

and any nodal domain � of u,

Z

�

Qjuj!i dvg C

Z

@�\@M

f juj!b d�g < 0:

Finally, Theorem 6.1 (the main result in Section 6) provides a generalization of

a result in [14] to conformally covariant operators, relating the number of negative

eigenvalues for the Dirichlet and Robin problems to the number of negative

eigenvalues for a conformally covariant version of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map.

Outline of the paper. In Section 2 we give examples of conformally covariant

boundary value problems and describe natural extensions of the results in [3, 4]

to manifolds with boundary. In Section 3, we show that generically the confor-

mal Laplacian on manifolds with boundary does not have the eigenvalue 0. In

Section 4, we show that the number of negative eigenvalues of the conformal

Laplacian on manifolds with boundary can be arbitrarily large. In Section 5 we

explore some natural curvature prescription problems (in a given conformal class)

on manifolds with boundary; we also study the relationship between nodal sets of

eigenfunctions in the kernel of the conformal Laplacian in the interior of the man-

ifold, and the corresponding nodal sets on the boundary. In Section 6, we study

inequalities between Dirichlet and Robin eigenvalues, and establish Friedlander-

type results in the conformal setting. In Section 7 we study a continuous family

of GJMS operators and their conformal extensions to the boundary of Poincare–

Einstein manifolds. In Section 8 we outline some natural questions that we have

not considered in this paper.

2. Conformally covariant boundary value problems

A key observation used in [3, 4] (and many other papers) is that eigenfunctions that

belong to the kernel of a conformally covariant operator (on a manifold without

boundary) are multiplied by a positive function under a conformal change of the
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metric. As a consequence, their nodal sets and nodal domains are preserved; other

consequences of this fact were explored in [3, 4].

Here we consider a manifold M (of dimension n � 3) with smooth boundary

@M . Given a conformally covariant operator P onM , we consider eigenfunctions

P� D �� on M . We are interested in boundary value problems for P where

eigenfunctions corresponding to � D 0 transform in the same way as when

@M D ;.

We start with a discussion of the conformal Laplacian,

P1;g D �g C
n� 2

4.n� 1/
Rg ; (1)

where �g is the positive-definite Laplacian for g, and Rg is the scalar curvature.

If Og D e2!g is a metric in the conformal class Œg�, then P1;g transforms according

to the law

P1; Og D e�.n=2C1/!P1;ge
.n=2�1/! :

Accordingly,

kerP1; Og D e�.n=2�1/! kerP1;g : (2)

Consider now a boundary value problem for P1;g on .M; @M/. In the interior

we have P1;g� D ��. Next, we need to specify boundary conditions on @M . We

would like the transformation formula (2) to hold for eigenfunctions with � D 0.

Standard boundary conditions include Dirichlet BC

´

P1;g�.x/ D ��.x/; x 2 M;

�.x/ D 0; x 2 @M;
(3)

and Neumann BC
´

P1;g�.x/ D ��.x/; x 2 M;

@��.x/ D 0; x 2 @M:
(4)

Here � D �g is the unit (with respect to the metric g) outer normal vector

field on @M . We remark that the direction of � is preserved under conformal

transformations.

Example 2.1. If 0 is an eigenvalue of P1;g on a closed manifold, then it is an

eigenvalue of the Dirichlet problem on any nodal domain of the corresponding

eigenfunction.
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We next state the first result about boundary value problems:

Proposition 2.2. Let Og D e2!g be two metrics onM lying in the same conformal

class.

(a) Solutions of the Dirichlet BVP (3) with � D 0 transform under the rule (2).

(b) Solutions of the Neumann BVP (4) with � D 0 transform under the rule (2),

provided ! satisfies @�!.x/ D 0 for all x 2 @M .

Proof. The condition (3) is clearly invariant under the transformation (2). For the

condition (4), we remark that

@�.e
�.n=2�1/!�/ D e�.n=2�1/!..1� n=2/@�! C @��/

and both expressions in the bracket vanish if @�! D 0. �

It follows that choosing boundary conditions as in Proposition 2.2 allows one

to develop the theory analogous to that in [3, 4]. In particular, the following

Proposition can be proved easily by the methods of [3].

Proposition 2.3. Let P be a conformally covariant operator on .M; @M/ whose

kernel transforms according to (2). Let g be a Riemannian metric such that

dim kerPg � 1. Then the following quantities give rise to invariants of the

conformal class Œg�.

(1) The dimension k of kerPg

(2) The number of negative eigenvalues of Pg

(3) Nodal sets N.u/ and nodal domains of any eigenfunction u 2 kerPg

(4) Non-empty intersections of nodal sets of eigenfunctions in kerPg and their

complements, provided k � 2

(5) Let k � 2, and let .u1; : : : ; uk/ be a basis of kerPg . Let

zM D M n
�

k
\

iD1

N.ui /
�

:

Define ˆg W zM ! RPk�1 by

ˆg.x/ D .u1.x/ W : : : W uk.x//:

Then the orbit of ˆg . zM/ in RPk�1 under the action of GLk.R/ is confor-

mally invariant.
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(6) The same results hold for @M and the restrictions of eigenfunctions to @M .

(7) Let p D 2n=.n � 2/, and let u 2 kerPg . Then the density ju.x/jpdvol.x/ is

conformally invariant. In particular, the following quantities are conformally

invariant: kukp, as well as
R

� ju.x/jpdvol.x/, where � is any domain in

M . Similar results hold for restrictions of u to submanifolds N of M , with

suitably adjusted exponents p D p.N/.

Next, consider the boundary operator Bg given by

Bgu.x/ D @�g
u.x/C

n � 2

2.n � 1/
hgu.x/;

where hg D t rgII is the mean curvature of the boundary. We have

Proposition 2.4. The operator Bg is conformally covariant, i.e.

Be2!g.e
.� n

2
C1/!u/ D e� n

2
!Bgu:

Proof. By definition, the second fundamental form is given by IIij D 1
2
@�gij .

Thus, one has the following formula for the mean curvature

hg D
1

2
.@�g

gij /g
ij : (5)

Note that �e2!g D e�!�g . Therefore, formula (5) implies

he2!g D
1

2
e�3!.@�g

.e2!gij //g
ij

D e�!.@�g
!/gijgij C

1

2
e�!.@�g

gij /g
ij

D e�!..n � 1/@�g
! C hg/:

Applying this transformation law to Bg , we obtain

Be2!g.e
.� n

2
C1/!u/

D e�!@�g
.e.� n

2 C1/!u/C e�! n � 2

2.n � 1/
..n� 1/@�g

! C hg/e
.� n

2 C1/!u

D e� n
2

!Bgu: �

Proposition 2.4 allows us to define two types of conformally covariant eigen-

value problems on M .
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Conformal Robin BVP. We set
´

P1;g�.x/ D ��.x/; x 2 M;

Bg�.x/ D 0; x 2 @M:
(6)

Proposition 2.4 implies that solutions of the Conformal Robin BVP (6) with � D 0

transform under the rule (2). In the following we denote the operator P1;g with

conformal Robin BC as PR
1;g .

Conformal Steklov BVP (conformal Dirichlet-to-Robin map). Suppose that

� D 0 is not an eigenvalue of the Dirichlet BVP (3). Then for any u 2 C1.@M/

there exists a unique solution Hg.u/ (see e.g. [27, §1.3]) to

´

P1;g.Hg.u//.x/ D 0; x 2 M;

Hg.u/ D u; x 2 @M:
(7)

We define the Conformal Dirichlet-to-Robin map Dg WC1.@M/ ! C1.@M/ as

Dg.u/ D Bg.Hg.u//: (8)

We have then

Proposition 2.5. The operator Dg is conformally covariant, i.e.

De2!g.e
.� n

2
C1/!u/ D e� n

2
!
Dg .u/:

Proof. Conformal covariance of P1;g implies that

He2!g.e
.� n

2
C1/!u/ D e.� n

2
C1/!

Hg.u/:

Proposition 2.4 and the definition of Dg then imply

De2! .e.� n
2

C1/!u/ D Be2!g.e
.� n

2
C1/!

Hg.u//

D e� n
2

!Bg.Hg.u//

D e� n
2

!
Dg.u/: �

Remark 2.6. It is easy to see that .kerPR
1;g/j@M D kerDg . Also, the number of

negative eigenvalues of Dg is equal to the number of negative eigenvalues of the

Robin boundary value problem (6) minus the number of negative eigenvalues for

the Dirichlet problem (3). This is proved in Theorem 6.1. Both of these claims

remain true when 0 is a Dirichlet eigenvalue, provided Dg is replaced by the

operator yDg defined below.
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If 0 is an eigenvalue of the Dirichlet problem (3), then kerPD
1;g is nontrivial.

Define

S D

²

u 2 C1.@M/W

Z

@M

u@�w d�g D 0 for all w 2 kerPD
1;g

³

:

The boundary value problem (7) has a solution for any u 2 S . Moreover, the

solution is unique if we require it to be orthogonal to kerPD
1;g inL2.M/. Denoting

this unique solution by yHg.u/, we define the operator yDg WS ! S by

yDgu D …SBg. yHg.u//; (9)

where …S is the L2.@M/-orthogonal projection onto xS . If w 2 kerPD
1;g , then

Bgw D @�w 2 S?, so …S .Bgw/ D 0 and we in fact have

yDgu D …SBg. /

where  is any solution to the boundary value problem (7). Alternatively, one can

easily show that there exists a unique solution zHg.u/ to (7) with the property that

Bg . zHg.u// 2 S , and so
yDgu D Bg. zHg.u//:

3. Generically there is no zero eigenvalue: proof of Theorem 1.1

Let g be a metric such that dim kerPR
1;g D k > 0. For simplicity we assume

Rg � �1 and hg � 0. The goal of this section is the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1. There exists gt D g C t Qg such that for all small enough t � 1

one has dim kerPR
1;gt

< k.

Repeating the deformation inductively one gets that for a generic metric,

0 is not an eigenvalue of PR
1;g . Our proof closely follows [15], where the same

statement is proved for closed manifolds.

Our main observation is that if Qg � 0 in a neighbourhood of @M , then the

computations of [15, §4] follow through verbatim. Let E0 D kerPR
1;g be the 0-

eigenspace and let cn D n�2
4.n�1/

. Consider the operator

Qg; Qg D …E0

d

dt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

tD0
.�gt

C cnRgt
/
ˇ

ˇ

E0

on E0. Then Proposition 3.1 is equivalent to the statement that Qg; Qg 6� 0.
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In [15] one obtains that if trg Qg D 0, then

.Qg; Qg ; / D . Qg; cn .2Hessı. / �  Ricı/C .2cn � 1/.d ˝ d /ı/;

where ı denotes the traceless part of a bilinear form.

Assume that q D cn .2Hessı. /� Ricı/C.2cn �1/.d ˝d /ı 6� 0. Then

there exists p 2 intM such that q.p/ ¤ 0. Let p 2 U � intM be a neighbourhood

of p and let �" 2 C1
0 .U / be a cut-off function such that �".p/ D 1. Set Qg D �"q,

then .Qg; Qg ; / > 0 for " � 1, i.e. Qg; Qg 6� 0.

Assume now that q � 0. Then, since Rg � �1 and hg � 0,  is an

eigenfunction of �g with eigenvalue cn, i.e it is orthogonal to constant function.

As a result, the nodal set N. / intersects intM nontrivially. Let us restrict q D 0

to N. / \ intM . Then, by definition of q one obtains .d ˝ d /ı D 0 there.

The latter is equivalent to

d ˝ d D
1

n
j j2gg;

which implies d � 0. This is impossible by, e.g. [20, 21, 22], as in [15].

4. Number of negative eigenvalues: proof of Theorem 1.2

The proof is very similar to the proof of Proposition 3.2 in the paper of El Sayed [9].

Let g0 be some metric on M . The Rayleigh quotient of PR
1;g is given by

Rg Œu� D

Z

M

jruj2 dvg C
n � 2

4.n� 1/

Z

M

Rgu
2 dVg C

n� 2

2.n� 1/

Z

@M

hgu
2 d�g

Z

M

u2 dVg

:

The plan is to locally change the metric g0 to a new metric gp around a point p

to create a function up supported in the neighbourhood ofp such thatRgp
Œup� < 0.

Doing so atm different points creates anm-dimensional negative subspace for the

Rayleigh quotient.

Let pi , i D 1; : : : ; m be a collection of points in the interior of M and let

pi 2 Ui be sufficiently small pairwise disjoint geodesic balls lying in the interior

ofM . We identify eachUi with a copy of Snn¹pº for some fixed point p 2 Sn. By

a result of Aubin [2] there exists metric g on Sn such that the Yamabe invariant

Yg.S
n/ < 0. Therefore there exists a function u 2 C1.Sn/ such that Rg Œu� < �2"

for some " > 0. Let Vı � V2ı � Sn be two small balls around p small enough
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so that there exists a cut-off function 'ı with 'ı � 1 on SnnV2ı , 'ı D 0 on Vı ,

0 6 'ı 6 1 and kr'ık2

L2
g.Sn/

6 ı. As dimM > 3, such balls exist for all ı > 0.

Then one has Rg Œu'ı � ! Rg Œu� as ı ! 0.

Thus, for small enough ı > 0 one hasRg Œu'ı � < �". We let ui be the functions

defined as u'ı in the neighbourhood Ui of pi . We define the metric gk on M to

be any metric equal to g on UinVı , where Vı lies in the corresponding copy of

Sn. Then there exist pairwise disjoint functions u1; : : : ; um such that Rgn
Œui � < 0

for all i . Thus, the same is true for any linear combination of these functions, i.e.

�m.P
R
1;gn

/ < 0.

5. Curvature prescription

5.1. Background. A natural extension of the Yamabe problem on a manifoldM

with boundary @M is to prescribe the scalar curvature Rg in the interior of M

and the mean curvature hg on @M . Existence and uniqueness for this problem

was considered e.g. in the papers [12, 13]. In the paper [4, §5], the authors

obtained several results that give obstructions to prescribing curvature in terms

of eigenfunctions lying in the kernel of the conformal Laplacian. In this section,

we generalize those results to manifolds with boundary.

We start with the following result:

Theorem 5.1. For any u 2 kerPR
1;g one has the following identity

n� 2

4.n� 1/

Z

M

Rgudvg C
n� 2

2.n� 1/

Z

@M

hgud�g D 0:

Proof. By definition one has n�2
4.n�1/

Rg D P1;g.1/. Integrating by parts we obtain

Z

M

P1;g.1/u dvg D

Z

M

P1;g.u/ dvg C

Z

@M

@nud�g D �
n � 2

2.n� 1/

Z

@M

hgud�g : �

This theorem has consequences for the curvature prescription problem which

we describe below. For a fixed conformal class of metrics C D Œg� one defines the

following curvature map

RWC ! C1.M/ � C1.@M/; R.g/ D .Rg ; hg/:

Our goal is to determine the image R.C/. It turns out that non-trivial elements

u 2 ker.PR
1;g/ constitute obstructions to this curvature prescription problem. An

easy example is the following corollary.
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Corollary 5.2. For any u 2 kerPR
1;g n ¹0º, the pair .u; uj@M / does not belong

to R.C/.

Proof. By Theorem 5.1 and formula (2), for any metric Og D e2!g one has

n � 2

4.n � 1/

Z

M

R Oge
�.n=2�1/!udv Og C

n� 2

2.n� 1/

Z

@M

h Oge
�.n=2�1/!ud� Og D 0:

Assume the contrary, i.e. R. Og/ D .u; uj@M /. Then the previous formula implies

n � 2

4.n� 1/

Z

M

e�.n=2�1/!u2 dv Og C
n � 2

2.n� 1/

Z

@M

e�.n=2�1/!u2 d� Og D 0;

which is impossible. �

Similarly, any pair that has the same or the opposite strict signs as .u; uj@M /

can not belong to R.C/.

Corollary 5.3. Let M be a manifold with boundary equipped with a conformal

class C, let g 2 C and u 2 kerPR
1;gn¹0º. Then any pair .Q; f / such that .Q; f /

has the same or the opposite strict sign as .u; uj@M / can not belong to R.C/.

Examples of such pairs include .e!1up1 ; e!2up2 j@M / for any pair of odd natural

numbers .p1; p2/ and .!1; !2/ 2 C1.M/ � C1.@M/.

5.2. Obstructions from nodal domains. Next, we would like to generalize [4,

Thm. 5.5, Cor. 5.6] to manifolds with boundary. There is an extensive literature

studying the relationship between the spectral theory of conformally covariant

operators on a manifold M , and the behaviour of a related conformally covariant

operators on @M , see e.g. [18, 5, 7, 16]. The following discussion deals with

the relationship between nodal sets of eigenfunctions of a conformally covariant

operator P on M , and the nodal sets of eigenfunctions of a related operator Q

on @M . Clearly, if the nodal set N.u/ of an eigenfunction u of P intersects the

boundary, the limiting value of u on @M is equal to 0. Conversely, let us suppose

that u.x/ is an eigenfunction of a conformally covariant BVP, and that u.y/ D 0

for some y 2 @M . A natural question is whether there exists a sequencexi 2 intM

such that u.xi / D 0 and xi ! y. In other words: is a nodal set on the boundary

always a limit of an interior nodal set? This is the case by a simple application of

the strong maximum principle. Indeed, assume the contrary, i.e. that u.y/ D 0

but u.x/ > 0 for x in the pointed neighbourhood of y. Then by Hopf’s lemma

(see, e.g. [24, Theorem 2.8(b)]) one has @�u.y/ < 0. At the same time, the
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boundary condition Bg.u/.y/ D @�u.y/C n�2
2.n�1/

hgu.y/ D 0 yields @�u.y/ D 0,

a contradiction.

We now describe the obstruction in question. We prove

Theorem 5.4. Let u 2 ker.PR
1;g/ and let � be a nodal domain of u. Then, for all

v 2 C1.M/

Z

�

jujP1;g .v/ dvg D �

Z

@�n@M

vjrujg d�g �

Z

@�\@M

jujBg .v/ d�g : (10)

Proof. Up to a change of sign, we can assume that u > 0 on �. Integrating by

parts we obtain

Z

�

uP1;g .v/ dvg D

Z

�

vP1;g.u/ dvg �

Z

@�

.u@nv � v@nu/ d�g :

Decomposing the second summand on the right hand side into the sum of

integrals over @�\ @M and @�n@M we obtain

Z

@�\@M

.u@nv � v@nu/ d�g D

Z

@�\@M

u
�

@nv C
n � 2

2.n� 1/
hgv

�

d�g ;

Z

@�n@M

.u@nv � v@nu/ d�g D �

Z

@�n@M

v@nud�g :

Since on @�n@M one has @nu D �jrujg the proof is complete. �

Theorem 5.5. Let .Q; f / 2 R.Œg�/ be the scalar curvature and mean curvature of

some metric in the conformal class Œg�. Then, there is a pair of positive functions

!i 2 C1.M/, !b 2 C1.@M/ such that for any u 2 ker.PR
1;g/ and any nodal

domain � of u,
Z

�

Qjuj!i dvg C

Z

@�\@M

f juj!b d�g < 0:

Proof. By Theorem 5.4 one has

Z

�

jujP1;g .v/ dvg C

Z

@�\@M

jujBg .v/ d�g < 0
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for any positive function v 2 C1.M/. Let Og D e2!g be the metric such that

R. Og/ D .Q; f /. Let us apply the previous inequality for v D 1 and the metric Og,

taking into account the transformation law (2)

n � 2

4.n � 1/

Z

�

e�.n=2�1/! jujQdv Og C
n � 2

2.n� 1/

Z

@�\@M

e�.n=2�1/! jujf d� Og < 0:

Equivalently,

n � 2

4.n� 1/

Z

�

e.n=2C1/!jujQdvg C
n � 2

2.n� 1/

Z

@�\@M

e
nC1

2
!jujf d�g < 0:

Setting !i D n�2
4.n�1/

e.n=2C1/! and !b D n�2
2.n�1/

e
nC1

2
! completes the proof. �

Corollary 5.6. For any .Q; f / 2 R.Œg�/ and any nodal domain � of u 2

ker.PR
1;g/, either Q or f must be negative for at least one point of x�.

Theorem 5.7. Let u 2 kerPR
1;g and let � be a nodal domain of u. Then for any

Og D e2!g 2 Œg� one has

�

Z

@�n@M

e.1� n
2

/! jr Ouj Og d� Og D
n� 2

4.n� 1/

Z

�

jujRg dvg C
n � 2

2.n � 1/

Z

@�\@M

hg juj d�g ;

i.e. the expression on the left hand side is a conformal invariant.

Proof. Applying Theorem 5.4 for the metric Og and v D e.1� n
2

/! yields

�

Z

@�n@M

e.1� n
2

/! jr Ouj Og d� Og D

Z

�

j OujP1; Og .v/ dv Og C

Z

@�\@M

j OujB Og .v/ d� Og :

By the transformation laws for P1;g and Bg one has P1; Og.v/ D e�.n=2C1/!P1;g.1/

and B Og D e� n
2

!Bg.1/. Therefore one has

�

Z

@�n@M

e.1� n
2

/! jr Ouj Og d� Og D

Z

�

je�.n=2�1/!uje�.n=2C1/!P1;g.1/ e
n!dvg

C

Z

@�\@M

je�.n=2�1/!uje� n
2

!Bg.1/ e
.n�1/!d�g : �

Remark 5.8. Suppose there is a function u 2 kerP1;g (not necessarily kerPR
1;g!)

such that it has a nodal domain � b M . Then by the maximum principle for

Schrödinger operators, for any .Q; f / 2 R.Œg�/ the function Q must change sign

inside �.
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6. Inequalities between Dirichlet and Neumann eigenvalues

In the paper [14], Friedlander obtained inequalities between Dirichlet and Neu-

mann eigenvalues of the Laplacian using the equality

NN .�/ �ND.�/ D N�.D.�//; (11)

where NN .�/ (resp. ND.�/) denotes the Neumann (resp. Dirichlet) eigenvalue

counting function, where D.�/ denotes the Dirichlet-to-Neumann operator, and

where N�.D.�// denotes the number of its negative eigenvalues. This equality

was given a geometric interpretation by Mazzeo in [31].

We prove a Friedlander-type result for the conformal Laplacian. Let NR and

ND denote the number of negative eigenvalues for the conformal Laplacian with

Robin and Dirichlet boundary conditions, respectively, and recall the definition (9)

of the conformal Dirichlet-to-Neumann operator yDg .

Theorem 6.1. NR �ND D N�. yDg/C dim kerPD
1;g .

Proof. For each s 2 Œ0;1/ consider the operator P1;g.s/ defined to be the

conformal Laplacian P1;g with boundary conditions

BguC su D 0:

This is the unbounded operator on L2.M/ generated by the bilinear form

as.u; v/ D

Z

M

�

ru � rv C
n � 2

4.n� 1/
Rguv

�

dvg C

Z

@M

� n � 2

2.n� 1/
hg C s

�

uv d�g

with form domain H 1.M/. From this one sees that each P1;g.s/ is self-adjoint

and the family is analytic with respect to s.

We show that the eigenvalues of P1;g.s/ are strictly increasing. Suppose

� D �.s/ is an analytic curve of eigenvalues, with normalized eigenfunctions

u D u.s/, so that as.u; v/ D �hu; vi for all v 2 H 1.M/. Substituting v D u0

yields

as.u; u
0/ D �hu; u0i:

On the other hand, differentiating and then letting v D u yields

a0
s.u; u/C as.u

0; u/ D �hu0; ui C �0kuk2

and hence

�0 D a0
s.u; u/ D

Z

@M

u2;
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which is strictly positive. (If u vanishes on @M , the boundary condition would

imply that @�u also vanishes, which contradicts the unique continuation principle.)

Note that P1;g.0/ D PR
1;g has NR negative eigenvalues. On the other hand,

the proof of [1, Theorem 2.4] implies that the kth ordered eigenvalue �k.s/

tends to the kth Dirichlet eigenvalue �D
k

as s ! 1. This implies P1;g.s/ has

ND C dim kerPD
1:g negative eigenvalues for all sufficiently large s.

Therefore, the differenceNR �ND � dim kerPD
1;g equals the number of eigen-

value curves that have �.s/ D 0 for some finite s > 0. This occurs when there is

a nontrivial solution to the Robin boundary value problem

P1;g D 0 in M;

Bg C s D 0 on @M:
(12)

If 0 is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue, this is equivalent to Dgu C su D 0, where

u D  
ˇ

ˇ

@M
. Moreover, the multiplicity of � D 0 as an eigenvalue of the above

Robin problem equals the multiplicity of �s as an eigenvalue of Dg .

When 0 is a Dirichlet eigenvalue we have to consider yDg instead of Dg . If  

solves (12), it must be the case that u D  
ˇ

ˇ

@M
2 S , hence

yDgu D …SBg D �s…Su D �su:

Therefore �s is an eigenvalue of yDg . If  1 and  2 are linearly independent

solutions to (12), the corresponding functions u1 and u2 on the boundary must be

linearly independent as well. Otherwise, there would exist a linear combination

 D c1 1 C c2 2 with P1;g D 0,  
ˇ

ˇ

@M
D 0, and Bg D 0, hence @� D 0,

which is only possible if  � 0, a contradiction. Therefore, the multiplicity of �s

is at least as large as the multiplicity of � D 0 for (12).

Conversely, if �s is an eigenvalue of yDg , with eigenfunction u, there exists a

function  onM such that P1;g D 0 and…SBg D �su. Given  , there exists

a unique v 2 kerPD
1;g so that Bg. C v/ 2 S . Then P1;g. C v/ D 0 and

Bg. C v/ D …SBg. C v/ D …SBg . / D �s 
ˇ

ˇ

@M
D �s. C v/

ˇ

ˇ

@M
;

hence 0 is an eigenvalue of (12), with eigenfunction  C v.

Suppose u1 and u2 are linearly independent eigenfunctions of yDg , with the

same eigenvalue �s. If the corresponding eigenfunctions  i C vi of (12) are

not linearly independent, there will exist constants c1 and c2 so that we have

c1. 1Cv1/Cc2. 2Cv2/ D 0. Restricting to the boundary yields c1u1Cc2u2 D 0,

a contradiction. This proves that the multiplicity of � D 0 for (12) equals the

multiplicity of �s for yDg , and thus completes the proof. �
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Remark 6.2. Repeating the above argument with P1;g replaced by P1;g � �, we

obtain a similar equality in terms of the counting functions NR.�/ and ND.�/ for

the conformal Laplacian. However, these quantities are only conformally invariant

when � D 0.

7. A continuous family of GJMS operators

and their conformal extensions to Poincare–Einstein manifolds

In this section, we put the previous results in a much more general framework

which has been developed in recent years. First we consider higher order exten-

sions of the conformal Laplacian, i.e. the so-called GJMS operators [17]. The

original construction of these operators did not provide useful information on their

analytic properties, due to the nature itself of the construction. The important re-

sult on their analytic properties came with the paper by Graham and Zworski [18].

Roughly speaking, they prove that if .M n; Œg�/ is a smooth compact manifold en-

dowed with a conformal structure, then the GJMS operators Pk can be realized as

residues at the values  D k of the meromorphic family S.n=2C / of scattering

operators associated to the Laplacian on any Poincaré-Einstein manifold .X;G/

for which .M n; Œg�/ is the conformal infinity. These are the ‘trivial’ poles of the

scattering operator S.s/; typically S.s/ has infinitely many other poles, which are

called resonances. In this geometric framework, multiplying this scattering family

by some regularizing factor, one obtains a holomorphic family of elliptic pseudo-

differential operators denoted P
g
 (which patently depends on the filling .X;G/)

for  2 .0; n=2/. This realization of the GJMS operators (and their continuous

in  counterpart) has led to important new understanding of them, including, for

example, the basic fact that P
g
 is symmetric with respect to dvg . Hence even

though the family P
g
 is not entirely canonically associated to .M; Œg�/, its study

can still illuminate the truly canonical operators which occur as special values, i.e.

the GJMS operators.

Let us sum up the main properties of these operators: P
g
0 D Id, and more gen-

erally, P
g

k
is the kth GJMS operator; P

g
 is a classical elliptic pseudodifferential

operator of order 2 with principal symbol �2 .P
g
 / D j�j

2
g ; P

g
 is Fredholm on

L2 when  > 0; if P
g
 is invertible, then P

g
� D .P

g
 /

�1; and, most importantly,

Og D u
4

n�2 g H) P g
 .uf / D u

nC2
n�2 P Og

 .f / (13)

for any smooth function f . Generalizing the formulæ for scalar curvature ( D 1)

and the Paneitz–Branson Q-curvature ( D 2), for any 0 <  < n=2 we define
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the Q-curvature of order  associated to a metric g by

Qg
 D P g

 .1/: (14)

It is then natural to define a “generalized Yamabe problem”: given a metric

g on a compact manifold M , find u > 0 so that if Og D u4=.n�2/g, then Q
Og
 is

constant. This amounts to solving

P g
 u D Q Og

u
nC2
n�2 ; u > 0; (15)

for Q
Og
 D const. From the analytic point of view, this problem exhibits the same

features as the standard Yamabe problem (lack of compactness, for instance)

with the additional major difficulty that the equation involves a pseudodifferential

operator.

In the last decade or so, several works have studied this generalized Yamabe

problem. The first major tool is a result of Chang and Gonzalez [7] realizing

the operators P
g
 for  2 .0; 1/ as boundary operators, i.e. Dirichlet-to-Neumann

type operators. It relies heavily on the original construction based on scattering

of Graham and Zworski, reformulating it in a suitable form. However, a drawback

of the result by Chang and Gonzalez is that the operator defined on the Poincaré-

Einstein manifold .X;G/ is not conformally covariant except in the case  D 1=2,

which corresponds precisely to the Escobar problem we considered in the previous

sections. This was later resolved by Case and Chang [6], where they reinterpret

the scattering theory of Graham and Zworski in terms of smooth metric measure

spaces. We now introduce this framework.

Smooth metric measure spaces and conformally covariant operators of order

2 with  2 .0; 1/. We will refrain from going deeply in the theory of Case

and Chang since it is quite technical and would obscure our goal of applying their

construction to the spectral geometry of their operators. Notice first that the most

popular range of powers is  2 .0; 1/ since in this case the problem enjoys a

standard maximum principle. However, as already noted, the case  D 2 is also of

major importance since it corresponds to the Paneitz–Branson operator. We will

thus focus on the range  2 .0; 1/, but several results mentioned in this section

can be obtained for a wider range (under appropriate assumptions). We now

describe their construction. Notice that we change slightly the notations below

to be consistent with the previous discussion starting this section.

A smooth metric measure space is a four-tuple . xXnC1; G; vm dvol; �/ deter-

mined by a Riemannian manifold . xX;G/ with boundary M D @X , the Riemann-

ian volume element dvol associated to G, a nonnegative function v 2 C1. xX/
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with v�1.0/ D M and constants m 2 Rn¹1� nº and � 2 R. In the interior of xX

we define a smooth function � by

vm D e�� :

We say that . xXnC1; G; vm dvolG ; �/ and . xXnC1; OG; Ovm dvol OG
; �/ are pointwise

conformally equivalent if there exists a smooth function u such that

Og D u�2g

and

Ov D u�1v:

We then define the weighted Laplacian (in relation to the Bakry-Emery Ricci

tensor) and the weighted GJMS operator of order 2 by

�� D � � r�

and

Lm
2;� D ��� C

mC n � 1

2
Jm

� ;

where

Jm
� D

1

2.mC n/
.R � 2mv�1�v �m � .m� 1/v�2jrvj2 Cm�v�2/:

The important property for us is conformality in the following sense: if Og D u�2g

and Ov D u�1v, then

bLm
2;�w D u.mCnC3/=2Lm

2;�.u
�.mCn�1/=2w/

for every smooth w. We can now state the main theorem (see [6], Theorem 4.1

and Lemma 6.1) in the case  2 .0; 1/.

Theorem 7.1. Let .XnC1;M n; GC/ be a Poincare–Einstein manifold and  2

.0; 1/. Suppose that �1.��GC
/ > n2

4
� 2 and set m0 D 1 � 2 . Fix a

representative h of the conformal boundary and let r be the geodesic defining

function associated to h. Then there exists a unique defining function � such that

� D r C cQr
1C2 CO.r3/

where c is just a normalizing constant and

J
m0

�0
D 0:
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Consider now the smooth metric measure space

. xXnC1; G WD �2GC; �
m0 dvol; m0 � 1/:

Given f smooth, the function U is the solution of

´

L
m0

2;�0
U D 0; x 2 X;

U D f; x 2 M;
(16)

if and only if u D �n�sU is the solution of
8

ˆ

ˆ

<

ˆ

ˆ

:

��GC
u � s.n � s/u D 0; x 2 X;

u D F rn�s CGrs;

F jrD0 D f; x 2 M;

(17)

for s D n
2

C  . Moreover U is such that

Pf �
n � 2

2
cQf D

c

2
lim
�!0

�m0@�U:

Applying the previous theorem, the generalized Yamabe problem (15) for

 2 .0; 1/ is equivalent to solving the BVP

8

<

:

���0
U D 0; x 2 X;

lim
�!0

�1�2@�U �
n � 2

2
cQU D dU

nC2
n�2 ; x 2 M;

(18)

for some harmless constants c and d (with signs as defined in [6]). For  D 1=2

this is exactly the Escobar problem [11]. Notice that by Hopf’s lemma (see [6]),

one can prove that the problem (18) admits a strong maximum principle. The point

of the BVP (18) is that, by integration by parts on the weighted smooth space and

the conformality of the operators, one can deduce obstructions by nodal domains

for curvature prescription problems in exactly the same way as in Section 5.

Similarly, one can define a version of the conformal Robin BVP and obtain

analogues of the whole set of previous results, adapting straightforwardly the

same computations. In particular, having in mind the program for the conformal

Laplacian on manifolds with boundary, one could study the analogue of the

Kazdan–Warner trichotomy.

The previous construction is developed here in the case  2 .0; 1/. Case and

Chang used the setting of smooth metric measure spaces to give the analogue of

the previous theorem for the whole family of operators P
g
 . However, in that case

the formulas are much more involved and it starts being cumbersome to report the

results in this section.
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8. Further questions

In this section, we formulate several open problems that seem interesting to the

authors, continuing the list in [4, §7].

(A) We showed in Section 3 that generically, 0 is not an eigenvalue of the confor-

mal Laplacian on manifolds with boundary, for the natural boundary value

problems considered in this paper. The following is a natural analogue of

Conjecture C in [4, §7.3] for manifolds with boundary: among metrics where

0 is an eigenvalue of the conformal Laplacian, generically its multiplicity is

equal to 1.

(B) Relative conformal invariants: can the results in [34] be generalized from

dimension 2 to higher dimensions?

It is known that on some closed manifolds ([19, 33]) the space of Yamabe-

positive metrics can have infinitely many connected components. On the other

hand, the space of Yamabe-negative metrics is connected and has trivial homotopy

groups ([28, 23]). The number of negative eigenvalues of the conformal Laplacian

for one of the conformally invariant boundary value problems considered in Sec-

tion 2 provides a natural grading of the space of Yamabe-negative metrics; this

leads naturally to Problem K raised in [4, §7]. Below, we formulate its natural

counterpart for manifolds with boundary.

(C) Let Œg0� and Œg1� be two conformal classes of metrics on .M; @M/ such that

Pg0
and Pg1

have at least k negative eigenvalues for one of the conformally

invariant boundary value problems considered in Section 2. Is it possible

to connect g0 and g1 by a curve of metrics gt such that Pgt
has at least k

negative eigenvalues for the corresponding boundary value problems?
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